
The BETTER Shower System

Single Slope Shower Pans
& HYDRO-BLOK Linear Drain by ebbe

 
Barrier-Free Elegance
Have you dreamed of a luxurious 
open-concept shower that seamlessly 
transitions from your bathroom floor 
directly into your shower with no 
barrier or curb?

HYDRO-BLOK Single Slope shower
pans together with the HYDRO-BLOK 
Linear Drain are your complete solution.  
The freedom to use any size of tile or 
stone on your shower pan allows for 
unique and creative designs and with no 
metal drain cover on the shower floor. 
Your shower has the look and feel of 
luxury and elegance. 

The HYDRO-BLOK Linear Drain can be 
placed anywhere in a shower as it is 
easily customized to fit any shower
space or size for either residential
or commercial installations. 

Take a look at the new era of 
shower designs and put 
yourself in a world
of luxury and
timeless elegance.
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2" Drain Connection

cut to size and add end caps

The                                        Linear Drain BY ebbe

The 73½" linear drain body can be cut to fit showers of all sizes 
or coupled with additional drain bodies for larger showers .

HYDRO-BLOK Single Slope Shower Pan

products are ICC-ES certified
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HYDRO-BLOK Single Slope Shower 
Pans & Ebbe INNI® Linear Drain

The BETTER Shower System

With the HYDRO-BLOK floor lowering kit, your 
shower area can be set up for a barrier free 
installation in no time at all.

Single Slope Shower Pans

Floor lowering 
clips allow the 
subfloor to be 
installed flush 
with the joists to 
allow barrier-free 
entry to your 
shower.

HYDRO-BLOK Single Slope Shower Pans are designed to perfectly 

complement the HYDRO-BLOK Linear Drain.  All HYDRO-BLOK 

Shower Pans feature high-quality construction with a 100% water-

proof XPS foam core covered by fiberglass mesh for added strength, 

and then coated in a modified cement surface for se�ing your choice 

of tile, stone, glass or mosaics on. HYDRO-BLOK Single Slope 

Shower Pans are available in the following sizes;

  HBSSSP6036 60" x 36" Single Slope Shower Pan

  HBSSSP3660 36" x 60" Single Slope Shower Pan

  HBSSSP7248 72" x 48" Single Slope Shower Pan

  HBSSSP4872 48" x 72" Single Slope Shower Pan

  HBTSSSP6036 60" x 36" THIN Single Slope Shower Pan

  HBTSSSP3660 36" x 60" THIN Single Slope Shower Pan

  HBTSSSP7248 72" x 48" THIN Single Slope Shower Pan

  HBTSSSP4872 48" x 72" THIN Single Slope Shower Pan

   Shower pans are sloped toward the first dimension listed (the dimension
   which the linear drain is installed against)


